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archeTyPe  
of The hoMe in eXhiBiTions 

archeTyP DoMU  
w realizacJach wysTawienniczych 

a b s t r a c t
symbols of home are used at various exhibitions. allegories of home, its intended 
use, functions connect the recipient and the presenter above cultural and religious 
differences. The question asked in the article is the following: what model do con-
temporary displays refer to?
Tracing this phenomenon can provide answers to what archetype of home appeals to the 
recipient. on a preliminary basis, two main trends can be distinguished in presenting the 
form of home in exhibition spaces. The first one is a symbol referring to national and 
regional characteristics; this type can be seen in expo installations and in exhibitions 
referring to traditional or national features where home is easily connected with charac-
teristics of a country or region. The second type is home as a universal symbol without 
characteristics of the place or user. in such installations, the archetype of home boils 
down to synthetic forms in contemporary interpretations.
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s t r e s z c z e n i e
symbolika domu stosowana jest w przestrzeniach różnych wystaw. alegorie domu, 
jego przeznaczenie, funkcje łączą odbiorcę i prezentującego ponad różnicami kulturo-
wymi i religijnymi. Pytanie stawiane w artykule to: do jakiego wzorca domu odnoszą 
się współczesne ekspozycje ?
Prześledzenie tego zjawiska może dać odpowiedź, jaki archetyp domu przemawia 
do odbiorcy. wstępnie można wyróżnić dwa główne trendy cytowania formy domu 
w przestrzeniach wystawienniczych. Pierwszy to symbol odnoszący się do cech na-
rodowych, regionalnych; ten rodzaj widoczny jest w realizacjach expo i wystawach 
odnoszących się do cech tradycyjnych lub narodowych, gdzie dom jest łatwo wią-
zany z cechami kraju i regionu. Drugi rodzaj to dom jako symbol uniwersalny bez 
cech miejsca i użytkownika. w tych realizacjach archetyp domu sprowadzany jest 
do syntetycznych form we współczesnych interpretacjach.

Słowa kluczowe: wystawa, archetyp domu, tradycyjny dom
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1. INTRODUCTION – HOME IN THE EXHIBITION SPACE

The reason for such a perspective on the archetype of home in exhibitions was the au-
thor’s own design of an exhibition display and a comparison of two pavilions at the expo 
2015 in Milan. The romanian and the spanish pavilions presented next to one another were 
to be the answer to the same topic of the exhibitions related to food; as the form of their 
expression, the presenters simultaneously chose the symbol of home as the medium for the 
idea. in the romanian pavilion, a direct quotation from the traditional home was chosen, and 
the spanish architects used the universal shape of the symbol of home. This combination is 
accidental, but shows the two approaches that are used in exhibitions – the combination of 
the modern with the traditional – a home as a defined place with a universal symbol. 

The spaces of displays and the displays themselves are combined with a discourse about 
home and living in a number of aspects: place, content and form of the exhibition.

The place of living, just like the temples, was the place of first displays. residential rooms 
were a place where collections were gathered, in time transformed into cabinets of curiosi-
ties – the prototype of later museum exhibitions1. adapted spaces in places served as the first 
seats of museums and galleries, and their interiors were an aesthetic template for exhibition 
interiors2. in today’s museums it is more difficult to find the analogies to home, as they them-
selves have become a home to works of art.

The exhibitions and their reception is an important part of the discussion that was going 
on and is going on about the home, the manner of living and the quality in which human liv-
ing space is equipped. exhibitions were a place where new views on the quality and form of 
the human home were presented and confronted. such an exhibition, vital for architecture, 
was the werkbund’s stuttgart exhibition “Modern architecture”3; the most significant con-
temporary architects designed and took part in it, and this exhibition’s influence on future 
architecture is indisputable. The topics that were taken up at such exhibitions provoked a new 
perspective, such as e.g. the christmas exhibition in the austrian Museum. The exhibition 
presented decorative art, in particular home equipment. after visiting the exhibition, adolf 
loss wrote an essay in which he expressed his remarks that were very coherent with his later 
views. his deliberations on modern interiors were given the following conclusion “[t]he 
spirit of modernity requires that the home equipment is first and foremost practical. Beauty 
is the highest perfection. and because things that are not practical are never beautiful, they 
can never be perfect.” such a belief was against the contemporary fashions4. in the houses 
he designed, loos strongly related to the beliefs expressed in this essay by proposing very 
simplified interior fixtures for reasons of practicality.

important exhibitions were and are an inspiration for a new, different perspective on 
the place of living. in Polish exhibition history, the presentation at the Parisian exhibition 
of applied art in 1925 can serve as such example, where household fixtures exhibited were 
inspired by interpreted folk art. The choice of pavilion design itself and discussion on the 

1 h. Kossmann, s. Mudler and den f. ouden, Narrative space, 010 Publishers, rotterdam, 2012, p. 140.
2 J. noordegraaf, Strategies of Display Museum Presentation in Nineteeth– and Twentieth–Century 

Visula Culture, Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, nai Publishers, rotterdam 2012
3 i. wisłocka, Awangardowa architektura polska 1918–1939, arkady, warszawa, 1968, p. 32. 
4 a. loos, Ornament i zbrodnia. Eseje wybrane, Bwa, Tarnów, ca centrum architektury, warszawa, 

2013, p. 45.
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subject divided Polish architectural circles5. This exposition was greatly appreciated at the 
Paris exhibition. The exhibition, the showpieces prepared for it, are the example of first 
reference to folk art, not applied as a citation but rather used as inspiration and material for 
modern interpretation. 

another example of an exhibition which materially influenced the views on architecture 
was the 1964 new york exhibition “architecture without architects”. This exhibition pre-
sented vernacular architecture created through the experience of the residents with unusual, 
unique technical solutions for the first time6. The exhibition redefined views on architecture 
that were until then considered primitive. The four exhibitions listed are only a small rep-
resentation of the exhibitions which have directly or indirectly influenced the concept and 
form of living. They represent important notions in which exhibitions influenced the shape 
of architecture and interior equipment, and these are: quality of architecture, dissent against 
the old and forming of new views, discovering new, unknown or stereotypically understood 
deliberations and styles.

in modern exhibition displays referencing the home, its allegories and home as a symbol-
sign, are also visible.

reconstructions, citations of home with details, character, and equipment were present in 
the scenery of exhibitions. and the modern architecture of exhibitions more eagerly refers to 
the synthetic symbol of home, and weaves it in different scales and interpretations into the 
display space. The deliberations on the renaissance of the use of the synthetic, archetypical 
representation of home are related to the author’s own design experience in which the ap-
plication of such symbol help to solve a design assignment. 

2. THE ROLE OF THE SYMBOL IN EXHIBITIONS ON THE EXAMPLE OF AN 
EXHIBITION DISPLAY

The exhibition at architectural fairs was to present complex control systems for an intel-
ligent house. The investor’s assumption was to provide an active presentation of solutions 
in the structure representing a house (it was to be perceived as a house but this did not trans-
late into the functional layout). it was strongly emphasised that the display was to be mod-
ern, open, and inspired by the design of the equipment displayed (and these were rounded 
cuboids). The display, with an area of 70 sqm, was an island, and the regulations of the exhi-
bition organizer allowed for a two-storey structure on 60% of the area. The requirements of 
the scenario were the following: exhibition of an entrance gate, garage gate, entrance door, 
windows and window roller-blinds presented in such a way as to present that they are central-
ly controlled. functional requirements determined the minimum technical background and 
clear division into the exhibition part and the reception part. a wide exhibition programme 
and a functional and relatively small area resulted in designing a two-storey display in which 
the ground-floor level served as the exhibition part and technical facilities. The mezzanine 
served the reception function and also included a small exhibition for invited guests. The as-
sumption that the display was to present a modern house allowed for references to modern 

5 i. wisłocka, Awangardowa architektura polska 1918–1939, arkady, warszawa, 1968, p. 100.
6 v. richardson, New Vernacular Architecture, watson_guptill Publications, nowy Jork, 2001, page 7.
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ill. 1. Pavilion of romania, eXPo Milan 2015 (by the author) ill. 2. Pavilion of spain, eXPo Milan 
2015 source: shutterstock.com, copyright gnoparus ill. 3. somfy display, Budma 2016, Poznań. 
source: iDeaeXPo.MTP archive ill. 4. somfy display, Budma 2016, Poznań. source: iDeaeXPo.
MTP archive ill. 5. hermes display in Milan, 2013. author’s drawing on the basis of the picture on 
http://retaildesignblog.net/ ill.6. hermes display in Milan, 2013. author’s drawing on the basis of the 
picture on http://retaildesignblog.net/ ill.7. hermes display in Milan, 2013. author’s drawing on the 
basis of the picture on http://retaildesignblog.net/
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architecture. Deriving ideas from experimental forms and combinations with high-tech solu-
tions presented allowed a coherent message to be created. however, from the semantic point 
of view, the most important element was for the receiver to unambiguously recognize the ob-
ject as a house and the showpieces as an integral part of this house. such emphasis cast doubt 
on the choice of initial models of modern architecture. numerous examples of architecture 
of modern places of living are recognized as houses only by their equipment, and typical 
functions such as kitchens, bathrooms and bedrooms. Modern living is equivalent to adapting 
space, often not decoded as houses, and only the attributes of home transform and tame the 
living space. The symbolism of home is more often found from the inside and not from the 
outside of the building. such deliberations made the author of the design employ the symbol 
of home as a synthetic form also used by modern architecture, nevertheless interpreted as 
a reference to tradition. Modernity can be found in the proportions, detail and contrast with 
other forms. The symbol of home – described as a home from children’s drawings – is a sim-
plified outline of a gabled house without division between the body of the house and the roof. 
This form of the building has been used for ages. The architectural dissimilarity, apart from 
the material, is found in the proportions, the gradient of roof slopes, the relation between the 
width of the basis of the front wall and the height of the building. The shape was not reserved 
only for houses, this form was used also for e.g. temples, mausoleums, warehouses, and farm 
buildings. with time, additional attributes such as towers, crosses, and porticos elaborated 
different symbols for purposes other than housing. The synthetic form of preservation of the 
shape of a house is constantly present, but from time to time the intensity of references to it 
in architecture increases, this took place for instance in post-modernism, and such intensifica-
tion of reference can also be observed in contemporary exhibitions. 

in the exhibition realization of the display, the proportions of the house were important; 
they decided on the character of the composition. The proportion used resembled a gothic-
style house rather than a folk house. This decision helped to raise the form of the display 
upwards, give it a more lofty character, and include a mezzanine in the top part as a conse-
quence. however, the proposed relationship between the basis and the height and the limita-
tions resulting from the exhibition regulations with regards to the height and the shape of 
the display, resulted in the necessity to add another shape. This helped to meet the investor’s 
requirement of referencing the line of products – rounded cuboids. here, referring to the 
examples of interwar architecture was helpful, e.g. to the residential house of the social 
insurance Bureau in gdynia7, the Polish sailor’s house8, as well as Jacobus Johannes Pieter 
oud’s complex of houses in hoek, holland with strongly outlined balconies9. To the initial 
axially situated white house, a cuboid graphite part with clearly rounded corners was added 
on one side. The cuboid part served as a technical back-room, and on the wall windows were 
installed to expose the roller blinds. Unfortunately due to the need of division between the 
exposition and the functional need, the windows had to be blind from the interior. on the 
other side of the axle of the ridge, a wall was removed from the house and the roof (only the 
roof beams were left from the structural and lighting needs). a patio was added to the house 
opened in this way, which was the strongest reference to the inspirations listed. This helped 

7 i. wisłocka, Awangardowa architektura polska 1918–1939, arkady, warszawa, 1968, p. 199.
8 M. J. sołtysik, Inspiracje międzywojenne we współczesnej architekturze Gdyni, w „Definiowanie 

Modernizmu”, zeszyty naukowe Politechniki Poznańskiej, Poznań, 2008, p. 49. 
9 P. gössel i g. leuthäuser, Architecture in the 20th Century, Taschen, cologne, 2005, p. 208.
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to increase the space for meetings and to obtain a large main room under the mezzanine, 
which served as an exhibition space for the control system. The solutions assumed helped to 
create a space for exposition – linear, in the form of a horseshoe, thanks to which the con-
tinuity of presentation was preserved and the initial assumptions of the investor concerning 
the number, type of space and the showpieces such as gates, doors and windows were met. 
The combination of shapes, their proportion and details resulted in a clear message and at the 
same time an individual and modern solution was worked out. 

3. THE ARCHETYPE OF THE HOME IN EXHIBITIONS

The described design, and the deliberations and inspirations related to it, draw attention 
to the references to the form of a house, especially from the outside in exhibition designs. 
rarely do these references include the functional layout, they are employed in exhibition re-
alizations when the designed element of the exhibition becomes an exhibit as a replacement, 
and being true to the original is required. in exhibition display realizations, references to the 
folk house, regional house, but also to tenement houses are often applied as an emphasis to 
the national, regional message. it is used also as an emphasis to the presenter’s nationality, 
highlighting the regional traits of the presented products. The forms assumed are character-
ized by the reconstruction of the character of a model with free use of detail, and at the same 
time, the attempts of interpretation, transposition, are rare. such realizations are characterised 
by naivety and symbolism of stage design. in order to assess such propositions the following 
semantic aspects have to be taken into consideration: on the one hand they identify the place 
of descent, well-chosen and emphasised with the characteristics of the building they help to 
obtain a clear message on the source location of the exposition. in such designs the house is 
the most common reference to the countries which do not have a clear, generally recognized 
architectural symbol like e.g. the eiffel Tower, Big Ben or the windmills. The architecture of 
the house, apart from citation of landscape, is the medium of the symbol of a characteristic of 
a place – a country. another important aspect of the application of reconstructions of the ar-
chitecture of home and its surroundings in the space of commercial exhibitions is the ease of 
obtaining a less formal ambiance for such expositions. The associations that are emphasized 
also with reference to a traditional home, e.g. in the case of exhibitions of food products, are 
tradition and ecology. 

The other representation in the exhibition presentations is the simplified, symbolic shape 
of a home, already mentioned in the example of the described project. observation of modern 
exhibition realizations proved that the citation of such a form is noticeable and, despite being 
increasingly often applied and of very similar shape, the designers managed to obtain an indi-
vidual character in the realization. The natural conclusion would be that the exhibitions where 
the archetype of home is used refer directly to the technical and functional equipment. here, the 
need to present the products and solutions in a defined space, if only symbolically, for which 
they are intended. in the search for the source of these symbolic references, and in particular the 
fact that they became prominent in 2010, it may be assumed that the current renaissance of the 
archetype of home in exhibition displays was influenced by architectural realization. in March 
2010 another building in the vitra campus complex was opened – vitrahaus. The entire campus 
comprises of buildings designed by eminent architects and the architectural works created here 
are appreciated, quoted and reproduced in numerous studies. even more so that the vitrahaus 
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was designed by herzog & de Meuron. This duo of designers, as well as the place and tradition 
cultivated by the investor, guaranteed that this realization would also be appreciated. The archi-
tects used as an inspiration for the form of the building a symbolic house, which in their opinion 
can be observed in the vicinity of vitra, but also all over the world10. The building comprises 
horizontal tubes with the section in the shape of a symbolic universal home, the front wall of 
each tube is glazed and the exhibition interiors are visible from the outside. Thus two quali-
ties were created: a framework in the shape of a symbolic home and the interior taking place 
in it. herzog & de Meuron in this design returned to the archetype of home as a central idea 
for a building. in 1997, the house in rudin11 interpreted the traditional shape of a house in an 
ascetic form made of concrete. The well-known form, interpreted at the level of symbol, raised 
on a platform with graduated windows and finished in concrete with only slightly marked dif-
ference between the body of the building and the roof, translated the archetype of the shape of 
home into a modern language. similarly, vitrahaus, by treating the house symbolically, revived 
that notion in exhibition realizations. 

The most prominent inspiration by the vitrahaus building was the exhibition of hermes 
during the Milan Design week, designed by Philippo nigro, who was also the author of the 
presented collection of furniture and interior accessories. The presentation was located in the 
hall of the circolo filologico building – the historical interior allowed the exposition to be 
admired from the ground floor and from the gallery. The designer called his exhibitions “les 
nécessaires d’hermes” (The necessary of hermes)12. Just as with vitrahaus, the structure 
was built from overlapping forms citing the symbolic house, but here the particular forms 
were raised in space. The designer Philippo nigro did not apply long tubes, but rather a form 
based on a square, thus creating a sort of room for presentation. in the Milan realization the 
symbol of the home was interpreted, the author reshaped its form in the record of a share 
created by asymmetric shifts, by pulling the top of the roof up to the interior in the shape of 
letter “M” and breaking the slopes of the roof. Parts of the surfaces of the designed structures 
were used to present the designed wallpapers, and their use supported the proposed shape. 
exhibition in seven rooms reproduced the ambiance of a residential area by presenting the 
furniture and details of fixtures, and making this allegorical structure more home-like. The 
presentations raised high on columns could be admired from the gallery level of the hall, but 
the designer also devised an intrigue by designing ladders on which it was possible to climb 
to the top of the exhibitions (we don’t know if it was possible to enter them, however)13. 

The archetype of home in the symbolic record can also be found in other realizations, such 
as the display of eternity at the Bau exhibition 2013. The concept of the architectonic form 
of the display involved spaces encased with two houses but interpreted as parted frames. The 
two structures were parallel, partly passing each other on the layout forming open spaces at 
the opposite sides of the display, at the same time, by overlapping of the forms; a common 
part was created, also referring to the home-symbol. Designed by the german office astrid 
Bornheim, the display strongly refers to the universal symbol; by the use of parted frames in 

10 P. Jodidio, Architecture Now! 7, Taschen, cologne, 2010, p. 204.
11 M. Janowski, Współczesna architektura domu prywatnego i jej przemiany, wydawnictwo Politechniki 

Poznańskiej, Poznań, 2013, p. 128.
12 c. voyatizis, https://www.yatzer.com/best-milan-design-week-2013/, access 31st May 2016
13 Designboom, http://www.designboom.com/design/les-necessaires-dhermes-by-philippe-nigro/, ac-

cess 31st May 2016.
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changeable articulation, an open display was created – an open house, and at the same time, 
a house with a strongly outlined interior and exterior14. 

The bulk of the house as an inspiration was directly used in the Bosch display. The so-
lution is characterised by synthetics and interpretative conservatism. The display strongly 
refers to the shape of home; the applied form is a derivative of the archetype but by introduc-
ing the details of windows, entrance and glazing, the clarity of reference to the symbol is dis-
torted and the reference becomes more realistic. The manner of composition on the display 
itself and the spatial narration of the proposed surroundings partly inclines towards stage 
design. an interesting part of the design was the cut of the form along the axis of roof ridge 
and setting them apart which suggests the reference to protections and surroundings. while 
describing such realization the crucial aspect of clarity of message cannot be overlooked, 
a display, especially an exhibition display, is a space for communication. The unambiguity of 
the symbols employed and interpretation is to serve the assumptions of the message, which 
is one of the main functions of such realizations. with this aspect in mind, the house applied 
and interpreted in this display became an appropriate background for the presentation of 
solutions. The display was designed by Xilos Design studio15.

another theme in exhibition realizations in which the form of frames-rooms is used suc-
cessfully to shape the space of the exhibition is multiplying them, not vertically as in the Milan 
realization of Philippo nigro, but by creating compositions in the shape of a settlement, or 
a town. This allows creating separate rooms in which the exhibitions formed individually. The 
use of these spaces in the form of frames of houses, fully open or only partly closed helps to 
form the space of the exhibition in such a way as to avoid fully closed rooms. in exhibition 
presentations, due to the pace of exploring and the intensity of the exhibition, open displays 
are preferred, which are visible from many points. an example of such a settlement realization, 
where the symbolic house is multiplied is e.g. the realization of the design office from Poznań 
Mode:lina for arenaDesign 2015 in Poznań, where the shape of the home-archetype individu-
ally compared in different ways or used in a sequence of a few sections, and in three different 
interpretations, charged not only the space of the house, but also the allegory of a settlement16.

similarly, with the use of homogenous forms, the exhibition called city of light was designed 
by D’art Design gruppe for Phillips for the euroluce 2011 exhibition in Milan. The island display, 
with a total area of 880 sqm in the shape of a prolonged rectangle, was designed as an avenue 
with houses-rooms along it. each of the 14 fragments served the exhibition function with a differ-
ent character. houses-rooms were planned along the main compositional axis of the display, but 
through slight turning and manipulating the depth as well as asymmetric distribution of 9 sections 
on one side and 5 on the other, additional interiors and squares were created, increasing the sug-
gestion of the real fragment of a town. The choice of this solution allowed Phillips to create an 
interesting display and clearly ration the access to particular presentations, this has to do with the 
particular copyright protection on some of the technologies presented17.

14 c. Porter, A House Divided, exhibitoronline, http://www.exhibitoronline.com/topics/article.
asp?iD=1848&catiD=72, access 31st May 2016.

15 Xilos.com, http://www.xilos.com/en/project/162/robert-bosch-italia-klimahouse-bolzano//, access 
31st May 2016.

16 Modelina-architekci, http://www.modelina-architekci.com/, access 31st May 2016. 
17 D’art Design gruppe, http://www.dart-design.info/de/arbeiten/messedesign/messedesign_philips_

t3/, access 31st May 2016.
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4. SUMMARY

The element of home as a record of emotions appears in the space of exhibitions as direct 
quotation, physical representation of the share of the symbol, but also as an announcement 
by adding a frame or hanging only the roof slopes; implicit but still unambiguously decoded. 
The presentations described refer to contemporary times, present the modern and future con-
veniences, but in their message they go back to the symbol of the traditional home. few of 
the visitors live in buildings represented by such symbols; for most their apartments and 
homes have a different shape. The modern achievements of architecture include a number 
of homes-icons which could represent the ideas of a modern home. But still the synthesis of 
tradition in modern interpretation is stronger. such a situation can, certainly, be accused of 
following fashion. according to Janusz a. włodarczyk, fashion is to lead to a uniform and is 
an enemy of the unique18. The observations of current exhibition realizations do not confirm 
this conclusion; it is characteristic of the exhibition displays that the form assumed serves 
merely as a background for the main content, and this is mainly unique. on the other hand, 
the belief that an architect should be a designer of future fashion19 may lead to the conclusion 
that there is the need for reproduction of well-known, tamed models in new interpretations. in 
the realizations described here, the home-symbol was the emanation of the dream of a home, 
but the universality of the form does not say what the home is like, it is given modern traits 
by the contents of the exhibition. Behind this conclusion, there is the picture of leon Krier’s 
drawing on which a house built in 1930 is just the same as a house built in 203020. 
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